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km where k is an integer, a set of nondominant eigenvalues can be placed
at the diagonal entries of the system matrix A in ( 1 ) to enlarge the
dimension of A from n to fi such that fi = km. As a result, the proposed
techniques can still be applied to carry out the block-decomposition and
realization of the modified systems.

To fix ideas, suppose that we appeal to linearquadratic design
methods. In state-variable terms, the plant is

G [ u u r ]= R6(t),
where [F, G, H] is minimal, E[ww'] = @(f),
E[wvl]= 0, w and v being zero mean. Gaussian, white noise processes,
and the performance index is
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Matrix Fraction Construction of Linear Compensators

J = lim E [ u ' R u + x ' Q x ] .
,-m

(1.2)

If the feedback gain is Kand the estimator gain is L, then the compensator
transfer function matrix is

Sometimes, the compensator is defined using the two transfer function
matrices

(see Fig. I). Actually. the transfer function matrix from the reference
input to the output is different for the two arrangements: the equivalence
is limited to closed-loop models.
11. POLYNOMIAL
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Abstract-A construction is given using polynomial matrix fractions of
the compensator resulting from a combination of a linear feedback
control law and estimator design.

Following, for example, [l] let us define the following polynomial
matrix fraction descriptions, all coprime:
(sI-F)-'G=B,A-'

(

s

-

)

-

l

H'(sI-F)-'G= BA-'

(2.1)

H ' ( ~ I - F ) - ~ G = A .- ~ B

(2.2)

INTRODUCTION

The aim of this note is to exhibit a matrix fraction description for the
development of a compensator for a linear system using a state feedback
law and estimator design for that system.
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Define also square polynomial matrices M, A with Hunvitz determinants
by

-

A * R A + B l * Q B I = M * R M slim M A - ' = I

(2.3)

AX*+
C , ~ C ~NTN*
* = lim A - I N = I.
5-OC

Then the connection between M, N, and the state variable quantities is
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provided by
IMA-l=I+K'(sI-F)-lC
A-IN+I+H~(sI-F)-~L.
Our aim now is to define the compensator W,(s) using M,

n,A , B , etc.

111. A KEY LEMMA
By way of motivation of the lemma below, let us observe that in the 2

x 2 block matrix
Fig. I .

we have MFD's for the 1 - 1, 1 - 2, and 2 - 1 entries [see (2.1): (2.2),
(2.5), and (2.6)]. We also know the McMillan degree of the whole matrix
is identical to that for the 1 - 1 entry. The lemma below explains how we
can construct a minimal MFD for the whole matrix, and is presumably of
independent interest.
Lemma 3.1: Consider the 2 x 2 block matrix (3. l), with MFD's for
the individual blocks defined by

Plant with

two different compensator arrangements.

find X 4 such that

and X 4 is strictly proper. This problem has a unique solution, as can be
seen by working with the relevant Hankel matrices formed from the
Markov coefficients of X I , X2, X3. Identifying X I with H 1 ( s I - F) -'G,
etc., above, we see that the bottom right block in (3.6) can only be K'(s1
-

F)-'L.
IV. CONSTRUCTION
OF THE COMPENSATOR

Let X , Y define any polynomial solutions of

From the MF'D defined via (3.1) and ( 3 . 3 , we construct an MFD of a
further transfer function matrix which includes the compensator transfer
function matrix.
Lemma 4.1: With We(s) as in (3.1) and possessing the MFD (3.5):
there holds

(which exist because A , B are left coprime) and let

where n(.) denotes taking the polynomial part. Then a coprime MFD of
We(s) is provided by
s
(,)

=

[

M-A
B

xJv-r]
YN-z

[t

-] :Y

-I

.

(3.5)
=

Proof: Observe that

M-A

[ B

XN-I]
Y.V-Z

[M -z] -'
B XN

. ('$1)

Proof: If, in Laplace transform notation, y,(s) = W,(s)u,(s), then
both sides of (4.1) result from using output feedback

Finally, we can state the following.
Lemma 4.2: With quantities as defined in Section I1 and the statement
of Lemma 3.1. there holds

where

9= YN-AIM-IZ

X=xX+BIW'Z.

(4.4)

Proof: By the matrix inversion lemma.

H'(s7-F)-'G H1(sI-F)-'L
K1(sI- F)-IG strictly proper

I

'

Because the denominator matrix of We(s) has determinantal degree equal
IF,. G, HI
to dim F, and H ' ( s I - F ) - ' G is a submatrix of WAS)
.. . with minimal, (3.5) must be coprime. It remains to be shown that the 2 - 2
block entrv. in (3.6)
~, is necessarilv
, K r (.s I - F ) V I L . Now consider the
following problem: given rational transfer function matrices X,(s), X2(s),
X3(s) of dimensions such that the following statement can be made
concerning McMillan degrees:

I:[

6[Xl] = 6(Xl : X,] = 6

Then (4.1) yields
K'(s1-F+LN'

+GK')~L=(M-A)M-~zX-~+(YN-Z)X~
= ( yN - AM-

1

and the lemma is proved.
Remark 4.1: We can form a oolynomial
MFD for the comoensator
. transfer function by introducing a coprime pair IM,, Z 1 for which

(3.7)
1M1Z=Z1M;'.

(4.6)
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Then the MFD is

Px-'

This embodies BA = A B, (3.3), (4.10) and

where

F= FMI = YNMl - AZI

x = x M I =Xl?MI

+ BZI.

(4.7)

FX=XY.

(4.8)

By interchanging the order of multiplication of the two matrices on the left
side of (4.19), we can derive also A E = YA or

Observe then the "characteristic equation"
A ~ + B P = ( A x + B Y ) I V M ,+(AB-BA)z,=NM,.

This exhibits the closed-loop modes in terms of the estimator modes
and "controi" modes (zeros of det M I = zeros of det M
(zeros of det
in general).
Remark 4.2: In the scalar plant case, A , B, etc., are all scalar
polynomials, A = A , 3 = B, M I = M, and (4.8) modified can be used
by
to define the controller

Yz-

AX+BP=NM,

deg P<deg A.

(4.9)

As might be expected, the scalar plant results can be derived also ab initio
by a simpler procedure. see, e.g., [2].
Remark 4.3: A dual version of Lemma 3.1 and the later ideas is
possible. Let X , P be any solution of

A-1

(4.20)

Y=YA-'

(4.21)

and then (3.4) and (4.11) show that

Remark 4.5: When the controller is defined by the two transfer
function matrices of (1.4). we can get MFD descriptions. Starting kith the
MFD of Lemma 3.1, arguments like those yielding the result of Lemma
4.1 establish that

L

-I

=[:-A

XN-I
YN-z]

[.,

-y&'
XN]

-I

Assume that the special X, 7; pair is used which satisfies (4.19). Then

and let

Then

web,= [ f M F

;] -'

N- A

MY-=

[M:-I

I

so that
(4.12)

K'(sI-F+LH')-'G
= (M-A)X-

(YN- Z)N-IB

=Mx-I+ZN-'B
= strictly proper part of

N-A
-Z

MX

and

I

(4.13)

(4.24a)

ZK-

=N,-lx-~.

(4.246)
(4.24~)

(Equation ( 4 . 2 4 ~ )follows from (4.17) using minor manipulation.)
Similary to (4.24), we have

where
R=Mx+~l~-lg

,
With ZN-I = N F ' ~we~ have

~=MF-~N-IA.

-

Kr(sI-F+LH' +GK')-'L=x-~ F

(4.15)

(4.16)

=strictly proper part of ZN-'A

(4.25b)

where
~=N,MX+Z,B

?=N~MP-Z,A

(4.17)

Remark 4.4: Further insight into the use of the dual follows by
combining BA = A B, (3.3) and (4. lo), to yield

for some J . Now notice that without loss of generality we can replace X ,
Y by X - JB, Y + JA; then (4.10) still holds while we secure

We have presented a comparatively simple procedure for constructing,
using polynomial MFD ideas, a compensator which is a combination of a
state feedback law and a state estimator. If the calculation can be carried
through also for MFD's constructed using the Euclidean domain of proper
stable transfer functions. it may be possible to establish some robustness
results for closed-loop systems designed this way. In connection with this
latter type of representation. the ideas of [3] may be relevant.
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